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[This is a: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"]

PRODUCTION.
THE ABOVE AD = is a Demonstration of a bit of Sabotage at the Washington Meetings. The Ad was typed out. What does SDS mean - ??? How could such a Mistake be made TWICE - ??? This is all we can say at this Time. We purposely avoid the Name of the Paper.

THIS IS NOT THE END OF THE MATTER = by any means. We now have our own Press, and we will make Sure there will be no Mistakes made in this Paper.

"The Lie was damned + dead = and Truth stood up instead."

Generals may come = and Admirals may go = but People go on Forever - !!! Preachers may Lie = and Politicians die = will Truth give up? NEVER-!!!

TAKOMA PARK CHURCH PASTOR = told his people that "HOEHN" was the most "BITTER" man he had ever met!

THE TRUTH - ??? He met me in the Foyer of the Church = offering to Shake my Hand. As I always do, without Fail - I sail under no false Colors = I told him he would not want to Shake the Hand of a "BLACK SHEEP!!" He invited me in = so I could become a "WHITE SHEEP!!" We both laughed. That is all.
WASHINGTON MEETINGS = Oct. 11-12-13, 1974.

THE AFTERMATH = They can Fool some of the people some of the Time - but not all the people all of the Time.

Oct. 19, 1974 - TAKOMA PARK CHURCH PASTOR = warned his Flock about "HOEHN" of Canada. In his remarks he said: "HOEHN" was "... the most BITTER man he had ever met." That this was an Experience he would never forget.

I will now speak directly to him in this: "OPEN LETTER"=

WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY "BITTER" - ???

FIRST of all - we are Original Adventists. Just what this means + how it applies = I will explain as follows:

[1] We believe our Lord went into the MOST HOLY PLACE in the Sanctuary in Heaven in 1844. We believe this is known as "The Third Angel's Message." EW 254-6. We therefore believe the Third Angel's Message. EW 258.

[2] Christ went into the MOST HOLY PLACE in 1844 = and when He comes out - Probation is over. The 4 Angel's let loose the 4 Winds. The 7 Plagues take place. All but 144,000 are Wiped out. SG 3:82-3. 1870 SoP 1:84.

[3] How is it if you claim to KNOW this + BELIEVE this = How is it that the "AWAKENING" can come to America = telling Seventh-day Adventists to find Christ "WAITING" for them in the "OUTER COURT" = [RDB-ADA 41. FIW-AC 20-1.] next moment He is in the "FIRST APARTMENT" = so they come "TO" the Sanctuary - they gather "AT" the Sanctuary, and "ABOUT" the Sanctuary - to the "DOOR" of the Sanctuary = everything + anything but go "IN" by Faith. EW 255.

[4] Just how Important is this Subject? Would it be important enough for me + you to ALERT people to the DANGER of: [A] Worshipping OUT OF the MOST HOLY PLACE under any Guise. [B] That Satan's POWER is promised on all who do. [1846 BROADSIDE. Copy of which I en-close.]

[C] That this is the same as MURDER. The same as "CRUCIFYING CHRIST AFRESH" [EW 261,78. SG 1:171-2,190-1.]

[D] It is inviting Possession by Demons. EW 56. I have seen it. [E] Their Prayers are: "USELESS!" EW 261.

[F] The Truth on this Point is an "ANCHOR" that will keep us from the many "Delusions of Satan." EW 256.

[G] It is not the: "FRIENDS" of God - but "ENEMIES" who try to "OPEN" the SHUT DOOR or Bow down with those who do. EW 43,125,56. -1-
TO THE WASHINGTON TAKOMA PARK CHURCH PASTOR
AN OPEN LETTER = Do you Agree = or do you not Agree =
that this is as Important a Subject you could Preach about
Have you alerted your Membership to the DANGER inherent in
the Awakening Jesters calling us OUT of the MOST HOLY PLACE
to the alleged "OUTER COURT?" And relegating the going IN
to the MOST HOLY PLACE as something to be done in the
alleged "JUDGMENT HOUR?" Hence the "JUDGMENT HOUR MESSAGE
RDB-GEPE 199-204.
WHEN = investigation will Reveal - the DOOR OF PROBATION
is CLOSED! COL 412. 3T:271. TM 235. 1T:417. 5T:479
you imagine the giving of HOPE - when there is NO HOPE!
So they are UNPREPARED - hence LOST! SG 3:134-5,196.
AGAIN = I REPEAT = did you WARN your MEMBERSHIP of this
cunning DECEPTION - ??? MORE IMPORTANT = will you - ???
If you did, or if you will = would you send me a COPY of
that SERMON = or a TAPE - ??? To show your Witness for
the Truth of the Third Angel's Message?
Or are you too BITTER to do that - too BITTER to even
Reply - ??? You cannot do any Preaching except what you
are Push-Buttoned to do - ??? My! that must be a BITTER
existence - !!! Your Soul is not your own - ???

IF YOU AGREE = [A] That we should set forth the plain
Truth on this Matter. [B] If you agree that the Dangers
inherent in worshipping OUT of the MOST HOLY PLACE should
be made known. [C] If you agree that people should be
alerted against the Dangerous Concepts of the Awakening
WORSE than the "SHEPHERD'S ROD" ever were - and much of
it but an Echo of the SR - !!! [D] When the "POLICY" of
BAAL = [4T:607. GC 523. 5T:96. SDA-BC 2:1005. 3:1159.]
boldly displayed by the Leadership of both Church and
Awakening pledge NOT to attack each other any more, but
rather Teach: "IN COMMON" with one another = = =
WHEN LESLIE HARDINGE = gives us the SAME AWAKENING SOPHIS
TRY in the General Conference Session in R&H. June 19,
1970 - p.9,10 =

WHERE WERE YOU - ??? Nowhere to be found - ???

BITTER = Do you Think I have to be BITTER because the Lor
gave me the Spirit of Discernment plus the COURAGE
to ATTACK that monstrous DECEPTION + "DOCTRINE OF DEMONS!
Wouldn't you like to have the Promise of being Honored be
fore Angels + Inhabitants of other Worlds for Defending
the Faith - ???
THINK OF THE JOY of seeing even one Soul snatched out of the Fire = SAVED for all Eternity! How you could WARN them of the Predictions made by the Pen of Ellen G. White that this is one of the "SIGNS OF THE TIMES" = the Sanctuary Truths would be given up = just before the Close of Probation! If you could do that without getting BITTER at the CERTAIN ATTACKS against you that would Follow as Sure as Night follows Day. They will fabricate any Kind of Stories together = that you never heard of! ANYTHING to ASSASSINATE YOUR CHARACTER = the last Gasp of a Dying Cause! The Ethic of the Whore = catch her in her Perfidity, and she will at once COUNTER-ATTACK you for your: "DIRTY-MIND!" And if you are not Careful = YOU will be APOLOGIZING - to HER - !!! "DO NOT FIND FAULT!" Thus the WHORE's + the BLACK HAND MAFIA's SLOGAN allows them to CARRY ON - !!! The "DIRTY MIND" or the "BITTER MIND" is the one who SAW what he SAW! Not the one who DID what they DID! Who is BITTER or DIRTY - ???

The Thought of their BITTER WAILING + pulling out their Hair in the TOO-LATE Hour = should Neutralize any BITTER ATTACKS of theirs at the Moment because you have DISCOVERED their attempt to get us to follow them and End up taking that BITTER PILL - with them! No! Let us SEPARATE NOW - !!! This is the Result of the Holy Spirit's working! GC 612. TM 234. COL 406. 1T:183. Ev.300. Else we will be ONE with them! "Go ye OUT to meet Him!"

THE LORD PROMISES US FIGHTINGS WITHOUT = but Peace within. "There shall be NO PEACE - for the Wicked!"

IT IS BETTER NOT TO HAVE A HIGH POSITION OF HONOR IN THE CHURCH = lest the Honor turn out to be a "CHAIR OF LIES!" "In the LAST solemn Work - FEW great men will be engaged. They are SELF-sufficient, INDEPENDENT of God, and He cannot use them." 5T:80. "The Call to this great + solemn Work was presented to men of LEARNING + POSITION... But they SEPARATED from God, yielded to the influence of the World, and the Lord REJECTED THEM." 5T:82.

ARE THEY WHAT THEY CLAIM TO BE - WORTHY - RIGHTEOUS - ??? "... sacrificing PRINCIPLE when left to their own DECEITFUL Hearts. Those who have been regarded as WORTHY and RIGHTEOUS prove to be RINGLEADERS in Apostasy + examples of INDIFFERENCE in the class of evil!... Their WICKED COURSE HE will tolerate no longer, and in His WRATH He deals with them WITHOUT MERCY." 5T:212.
MANY CATHOLIC PRIESTS GIVE UP - WHY NOT YOU - ???

I GUARANTEE YOU = if you consider it Expedient not to
Reply - lest ye be put out of the Synagogue for Fear of
the Jews =

I GUARANTEE YOU = you could be as Free as we are - Free
of the Bonds + the Cords = of the Slave-Gang. You could
Rejoice in the Blessed Faith - also. You have that Privi-
ledge + you have that Right = and you have that Duty, to
For if you pretend Neutrality now, or if you hide your
Light under a Bushel - SOULS will be LOST! And YOU will
be to BLAME = for SHAME!

NOW YOUR BITTERNESS WILL BE TWO-FOLD = for now you know
the Truth = but for the sake of Expediency decide to
Witness against it. Simply because we are not POPULAR!
Would you rather be a Big Duck -
In a Big Puddle -
Then a Little Duck -
In a Little Puddle - ???

SOME ONE SHOULD TELL YOU MINISTERS - ONCE + FOR ALL =
You do not know the JOY of Ministering the TRUTH =
until you decide to do so! To those who want it. To the
Few. To the True. To the Honest. Your influence is need-
ed. Like SAUL who became PAUL. It is needed Today! Our
people will WELCOME you! If you LEARN WELL from us -
like SAUL did. What is your Response - ???

Will you be FREE + REJOICE in the TRUTH - ?? Or will
you go into a Grump + Bitterness + Leanness of Soul?
It need not be. You can be Free!

THAT MAXWELL BOOK =
Now you take that MAXWELL BOOK. Again, we were the FIRST
in the World - to speak AGAINST it. But let's consider
it. Do you know what it is Teaching - ???

[1] There is no Close of Probation.
[2] There is no Sealing of the 144,000. That is why they
went TABOO on the Subject. To make way for the chang
of Religion. You cannot by any stretch of the Imagi-
nation believe the TRUTH + at the same Time believe
that Book = ".... of a New Order." SM 1:204. By this
"NEW ORGANIZATION" that we are not to "JOIN!"SM 2:39
[3] There is no 7 Last Plagues.
[4] There is no "SHAKING" or SEPARATION into 2 Camps!

-4-
[6] He does not say: "He that is Holy................."
[7] There is no Sealing Angel that says: "It is Finished!"
[8] There is no "Voice of God!"
[10] Buildings all operate = "... as usual."
[12] No Wicked call on the Rocks to Fall on them.
[13] No Wicked are trying to Slay no Saints.
[14] No meeting the Lord in the Air.

NO - NONE OF THAT = And 100 things more. ALL is brushed aside by the MAXWELL BOOK. ALL that the Third Angel's Message is Teaching = is made of non-effect. All we have ever Learned is for Nothing at all!

BECAUSE =

BECAUSE = you See - Probation is Open when Christ comes. the Wicked do not surround the Camp of the Saints - ready to slay them = no, no, no! NO!!! They do not Call on the Mountains to hide them from the Face of Him who appears with a Tongue of Flame in Fury before Him. PP 339. "... in flaming FIRE taking vengeance on them that know not God." PP 340.

NO! NO! NO! MAXWELL would not allow THAT! Instead they: "Cheer + Cheer + Cheer!" "They are so Happy!" "MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST" - p.60. [FREE! "FAITH FOR TODAY" - P.O.Box 100, Thousand Oaks, Calif. 91360.]

GOD IS TOO MERCIFUL to visit ANYBODY in Judgment - let alone: "... His people!" 5T:211. [For which they are called: "... DUMB DOGS that would not Bark" = and for which: "... ALL perish together!"

BUT LIKE OLD ELI! = no CHARACTER need be Built! Can it not be "OBTAINED" = as a "GIFT" - ??? No need to WARN the MINI-SKIRT WORSHIPERS to change ANYTHING = just "... WAIT ABOUT the Sanctuary" till Christ-Messiah comes to "GIVE" them a new Character-Nature!

DOES NOT THE WEEK OF PRAYER SAY = "... He does not need our Interference....!!!" The ARTHUR SPALDINGS are almost as SLICK as the ARTHUR MAXWELLS in sneering at: "...man must STRIVE to be Good + to do Good... this confused Credo of Salvation." R&H. Oct.17,1974. p.10,11.

"I AM SAVED!" = Morris Venden = knows the Way! "God never intended that we should be OBSESSIVELY CONCERNED... [Talk about "FOUL LANGUAGE!" = if you are CONCERNED you are "OBSESSED!"]
THE SEX-MANIACS LIKE WAGGONER + THOSE WHO FOLLOW HIM =
can sling the Slurs around that if you try to Fight the
Devil = "This concern makes the problems BIGGER... to
try so hard to FIGHT the Enemy that we become more LIKE
HIM!" [This piece of choice DEVILISH SUBTLETY found in

BEFORE WE GO ANY FURTHER WE SHOULD PAUSE AND REMOVE THAT
LAODICEAN SLUR FROM OUT OF OUR MINDS!

NO EFFORT - NO STRIVING - NO WORKS - JUST DRIFT DOWN
STREAM LIKE DEAD FISH - ??? THAT IS RELIGION - ???

"They seemed INDIFFERENT + CARELESS. [Couldn't-care-less?]
CARELESS. They were not RESISTING the DARKNESS around
them, and it shut them in like a thick cloud. The Angels
of God LEFT these... I saw Angels of God hasten to the
ASSISTANCE of ALL who were STRUGGLING with-all-their-
power to RESIST the EVIL ANGELS + trying to HELP THEM-
SELVES... But His Angels LEFT those who made-no-Effort
to HELP THEMSELVES, and I lost sight of them... had been
SHAKEN OUT and LEFT by the Way... LEAVING these with
their sinful traits UNSUBDUED, to the CONTROL of EVIL
ANGELS." 1T:180-7. EW 270-1. [And 200 more of the same!]

LOOK CAREFULLY - !!! Do you See how to go to the Devil?
By doing EXACTLY as the "WEEK-OF-PRAYER" says to do -
do NOTHING! What a "DOCTRINE OF DEVILS" from Laodicean
and Awakening Pulpits! TM 409.

BLASPHEMY - !!! The man who is "... never Insulting" =
[No! Not as long as you believe him!] Who never gets =
"PERSONAL!" = only tells us we are Guilty of "BLASPHEMY!"
if we believe that God through His Holy Spirit + the
Help of His Angels gives us the GRACE + the POWER to
OVERCOME self + the Devil! If you Believe that - you are
some-how-or-other taking away the "GLORY" of Christ and
are "GUilty of BLASPHEMY!"

THIS DEVILISH BLASPHEMY found in: "A Statement to my S.D.
Friends" - RDB. End of Sept. 1974. I.H.I. PO Box 1311,
Fallbrook, Calif. 92028. As he gives us BABYLON - and
tries to foist the Grand Superstition on us that "ALL"
the "REFORMERS" taught this, and what the Testimonies
teach is by him defined as: "ROMANISM!" (Where are you
DUMB DOG MINISTERS to meet that HERESY - ???)

WE NEED ELIJAH WITH HIS TRUSTY SWORD TO STOP HIS GLAB-
BERING MOUTH FOREVER - !!!
IN REPLY TO MAXWELL-VENDEN + BRINSMEAD:

(The Devil's Train =) "... there is NO DIFFERENCE made between the Precious + the Vile." EW 89."This is the Masterpiece of Satan:" EW 91. "Their mouths will be closed while the PLAGUES are Falling, and the great LAWGIVER is requiring Justice of those who have had His holy LAW in derision... When such feel the iron grasp of this LAW... these EXPRESSIONS will appear before them." EW 66.

FAITH ALONE... ??? "SATAN... was even anxious that they should BELIEVE in Jesus... SATAN, and his angels fully BELIEVE all this themselves, and tremble. BUT IF THIS FAITH does not provoke to GOOD WORKS, and lead those who PROFESS it to IMITATE the self-denying LIFE of Christ, SATAN-IS-NOT-DISTURBED; for they merely ASSUME the Christian NAME, while their Hearts are still CARNAL, and he can use them in his service EVEN BETTER than if they made NO PROFESSION. Hiding their DEFORMITY under the NAME of CHRISTIAN, they pass along with their unsanctified NATURES, and their EVIL PASSIONS UNSUBDUED... and causes... PURE + UNDEFILED RELIGION to be brought into disrepute." EW 227.

"OBEEDIENCE through Jesus Christ gives to man PERFECTION of CHARACTER." SDA-BC 1:1086. 1901.

"THOUGH CHURCH-MEMBERS... they testify to a Falsehood... he goes down to the grave with-the-CHARACTER-FORMED during his LIFETIME in copartnership with Satanic agencies... God works NO MIRACLE to re-create a man who would not be re-created when he was granted every opportunity... By their own neglect they have formed a chasm which nothing can bridge. Between them and the RIGHTEOUS there is a great gulf fixed." COL 270-1.

"A NOBLE CHARACTER is earned by individual EFFORT through the merits + grace of Christ. God gives the Talents; WE-FORM-THE-CHARACTER. It is FORMED by hard, stern BATTLES with Self. Conflict after conflict must be waged against HEREDITARY tendencies...

"LET NO ONE SAY = I can not REMEDY my DEFECTS of CHARACTER. If you come to this decision, you will certainly FAIL of obtaining Everlasting Life. The IMPOSSIBILITY lies in your own Will. If you WILL NOT, then you CAN NOT overcome..."
"SET YOUR MARK HIGH = and Step by Step, even though it be by painful EFFORT... ascend the whole length of the Ladder of Progress. Let nothing hinder you... PRESS with DETERMINATION... CULTIVATE every Grace of CHARACTER-BUILDING... A CHARACTER FORMED according to the divine likeness is the only TREASURE that we can take from this World... And IN HEAVEN we are continually to IMPROVE. How important, then, is the DEVELOPMENT of CHARACTER in this Life... To every one engaged in this WORK = Christ says, I am at your right hand to HELP you."

COL 3:31-2.

"NOT ONCE should we even think of FAILURE." COL 363.

"HE HAS NOTED the HOURS of hard BATTLE with SELF, = BATTLE that won the Victory. All this God and Angels know. A Book of Remembrance is written before Him for them... the willing + obedient will gain Victory after Victory." COL 4:04.

I HOPE THAT = will clean our Mouths + our Minds of the UNBELIEF being ECHOED by the Agents of the Devil.

FOR THE BRINSMEDIUMS = who are clapping their hands that Worldly Church after Worldly Church is opening their Doors for the Brinsmead Bunch = who rejoice at the great "VICTORIES" won =

WE HAVE NEWS FOR YOU = "The Ministers of the popular Churches will not allow the Truth to be presented to the people from their Pulpits. THE-ENEMY-LEADS-THEM." 8T:197.

"The World is against US, the popular Churches are against US, the Laws of the Land will soon be against US... God has committed to US the special TRUTHS for this Time... The last Message of Mercy." 5T:236.

BECAUSE = to build a Character is the Work of a Life-Time

BECAUSE = we have Fightings within + without.

BECAUSE = we have no illusions of the Battle before us.

BECAUSE = Sanctification is the WORK of a LIFETIME =

BECAUSE = Pride goeth before a Fall =

THEREFORE = we are not about ready to say: "I AM SAVED!"

"I AM SAVED!" = "No sanctified tongue will be found uttering these words till Christ shall come... NEVER-DARE-TO-SAY = "I AM SAVED!"... IT-IS-STATING-A-FALSEHOOD-TO-SAY = "I AM SAVED!"... IGNORANCE + SELF-SUFFICIENCY go hand in hand." SM 1:314-7. (And 100 more!) WHAT THEN IS THIS BLASPHEMY + PRESUMPTION by Venden in the "Week of Prayer" R&H. Oct.17,1974. p.4. -8- - ?????????????????
THE PHARISEE RELIGION = of course you know - as well as we know it = that it was the PHARISEE that came Proudly + Boastingly to the Temple, and said: "I AM SAVED!"

BUT IT WILL BE SORT OF A DEVASTATING TRUTH = with all the Talk going on now-a-days in Adventist Circles = to find it was the PUBLICAN that went to his house: "JUSTIFIED!" [Did you ever Preach that in your Church?] How to be: "JUSTIFIED?" Think of it! Not even a Church-Member = and "JUSTIFIED!"

IN FACT IT SEEMED = being a Church-Member was a definite hindrance to being: "JUSTIFIED!" For the "RICH" and increased with Goods - are in "NEED" of "NOTHING!" and hence = will be "SPEWED OUT" of the Mouth of God.

"The sense of NEED, the recognition of our poverty and sin, is the very FIRST condition of acceptance with God. "Blessed are the poor in spirit; for theirs is the Kingdom of Heaven." COL 152.

CAN YOU IMAGINE ANYONE BEING SO 'BITTER' AS TO ACTUALLY MAKE A LIST OF REFERENCES LIKE THIS:

(1) "Let him that THINKETH he standeth take heed lest he Fall."... It is those who take heed lest they Fall - that will be accepted at Last." TM 103.

(2) "The LESS of the meekness + lowliness of Christ the human agent has in his spirit + CHARACTER, the MORE he sees PERFECTION in his own methods." TM 191.

(3) "JESUS PASSED BY the WISE men of His time, the men of education + position, BECAUSE they were so PROUD and SELF-SUFFICIENT in their BOASTED superiority... The attributes of the CHARACTER of Christ can be imparted to those ONLY who DISTRUST themselves... It becomes all to examine themselves whether they be IN-THE-FAITH." (Or only in the Church!) TM 259.

(4) "In the last solemn work = FEW GREAT MEN will be engaged. They are SELF-SUFFICIENT, INDEPENDENT of God, and He cannot use them." 5T:80.

WHAT IS THE WORST SIN - ??? "I AM SAVED!" =
"There is NOTHING so offensive to God... Of all SINS it is the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE... Those who accept the Saviour, however sincere their Conversion, should NEVER be taught to SAY or to FEEL = that they are SAVED...
AN OPEN LETTER TO THE TAKOMA PARK = WASHINGTON CHURCH =

AN OPEN LETTER TO THE PASTOR = AND TO ALL WHO =

"... should NEVER be taught to SAY or to FEEL = that they are SAVED. This is misleading. (Not leading = but MISleading.)... "I AM SAVED!"... They are UNPREPARED."COL 154-5.

"Those professed believers who come up to the Time of Trouble = UNPREPARED. = The case of all such is NOPE-LESS. = Angels cannot protect them from the WRATH of their Enemies." SG 3:134,196.

"SELF-CONFIDENCE... = These were carried away by a SPIRIT-UALISTIC DELUSION." Ev. 594-5. "Many are bewildered on this Point. When they are HAPPY + JOYOUS, they THINK that they are accepted by God. When a CHANGE comes, and they feel DEPRESSED, they THINK that God has forsaken them. God does not look with favor upon those SELF-CONFIDENT ones who LOUDLY exclaim, "I am SANCTIFIED = I am HOLY. I am SINLESS." THESE-ARE-PHARISEES."" RH A5:414.

STUFFED-SHIRT PHARISEES IN THE R&H OFFICES IN WASH. D.C. =

"It is a fearful thing to be self-deceived. SAID THE ANGEL, pointing to those in the OFFICE: "Except your RIGHTEOUSNESS shall exceed the RIGHTEOUSNESS of the Scribes + PHARISEES, ye shall in no case enter into the Kingdom of Heaven." A-PROFESSION-IS-NOT-ENOUGH... It is HARD WORK to follow on STEP BY STEP, painfully + slowly, onward + upward, in the Path of PURITY + HOLINESS...

(FAITH ALONE - ???)"This is the KNOWLEDGE + experience that the hands in the OFFICE all want, and must have." 3T:193. "THE CHURCH generally stood as PHARISAICAL STRANGERS = ALOOF... are like CAPERNAUM." 3T:197,200.

"The PHARISEES PRAYER was not regarded... Rev.3:17-8: "Because thou sayest, I-AM-RICH... and KNOWEST NOT that thou art WRETCHED, and MISERABLE, and POOR, and BLIND, and NAKED"... When poor mortals, however HIGH their PROFESSION, become JUST in their own eyes, THEN Jesus LEAVES THEM to be deceived in regard to themselves... NO-GREAT-ER-DELUSION-CAN-DECEIVE-THE-HUMAN-MIND... a Theory of METHODIST SANCTIFICATION... SATAN has controlled his mind... This view of SANCTIFICATION is a very pretty-looking Theory. It WHITEWASHES over poor souls who are in DARKNESS, ERROR, and PRIDE... It is a Peace-and-Safety Theory... they are Satan's agents... He is UNITING his influence with the DRAGON HOST... His SANCTIFICATION may last him while he is in the Meeting, but it cannot bear the TEST." 1T:331,333,335,337. -10-
BITTER + SOUR GRAPES OF WRATH = If we Honor the Law of God = we are given the Power to Overcome = to change our Habits + Character = through Help from the Most Holy Place. THIS IS THE FORMULA - Lord, Thou wilt not Despise. SATAN = claimed that would bring BITTERNESS of Soul = that the Law could not = should not be kept. That FREE- DOM from LAW would bring HAPPINESS =

THE MAXWELL BOOK = and the MAXWELL FORMULA =honors Satan the Devil - and invites him to come to "HEAL" the Rebels against LAW + ORDER. To cure even the "WILDLY INSANE" with his "TOUCH!" p.78.

[1] Go with MAXWELL =
[2] Go with the General Conference and =
[3] The Book Committees that approved that Book =
[4] Go with the Pacific Press that printed that Book =
[5] Go with "FAITH FOR TODAY" that features that Book =
[6] Go with the "Unsanctified Ministers" who are "Ar- raying themselves against God... MANY will stand in our Pulpits with the Torch of False Prophecy in their Hands = kindled from the Hellish Torch of Satan."TM 409.
[7] Go with this "NEW ORGANIZATION" with "BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER" [SM 1:204] for that would mean "APOSTA- SY from the TRUTH" [SM 2:390] - for they have no TRUTH left! But are BITTERLY DETERMINED to be on that POPULAR TRAIN that takes the world captive. [EW 262-3,88.]
[8] Go with them = and be GUILTY = of the Blood of Souls!
[9] Go with them = and suffer:"TEN TIMES MORE " than the people they led astray! What a BITTER Fate!

EW 282. GC 656. THE BITTER OMEGA OF APOSTASY IS HERE! [10] You think for one Minute we are:"BITTER" because we see through that SHALLOW ATTEMPT to UNITE with the World + share at last it's BITTER fate - ??? So to Save some from the Fire = we Call: "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" Some will find the Joy of Obedience, as the Disci- plers that fled JERUSALEM = not one of whom lost their Lives! What a Blessed promise! What loving Care!

SEE how they LIE - !!!
SEE how they DIE - !!!
"Lord, what fools these mortals be!!"

VIGILANT - ! YES! WE ARE VIGILANT - ! WE ARE ON OUR GUARD! We will not easily be Deceived! God help us!

VIGILANCE - The Anathema of Ignorance
WE NEED HELP! IMMEDIATE HELP! TO PUT OUT 100 PAPERS =
WHERE NOW WE PUT OUT 1 — !!! TO GIVE THIS MESSAGE =

STEPHEN WAS KILLED FOR PREACHING THIS =

"Howbeit the Most High dwelleth NOT in TEMPLES made with hands..." When Stephen reached this Point = there was a Tumult among the people... the Priest, PRETENDING to be HORROR-STRICKEN, rent his Robe. To Stephen, this act was a SIGNAL that his voice should be silenced forever... "Ye stiff-necked + uncircumcised...

CIRCUMCISION = was a SIGN of being a Church-Member = he gave them what to them would be akin to BLASPHEMY! That they were "UNCIRCUMCISED" = NOT-REAL-CHURCH-MEMBERS! Only FAKE = HYPOCRITES = DECEIVERS = IMPOSTERS! This he told them under Inspiration of the Holy Spirit! See that you do not call it anything else! COL 218,308.

"... BETRAYERS + MURDERERS: who have received the LAW by the disposition of Angels, and-have-not-kept-it." At this, Priests + Rulers were beside themselves with ANGER Acting like BEASTS... they rushed upon Stephen, gnashing their Teeth... Stopping their ears... they ran furiously upon him..." AA 99-101.

YOU SEE — ??? There was only ONE thing they wanted to Hear = that they WERE God's people! Thus today we have... the CATHOLIC, the MORMON, the ADVENTIST, and the JEW = all with ONE-MIND! "The Heart is DECEITFUL above all things, and desperately WICKED = who can know it?" Jer. 17:9.

AND SO = WHEN THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS IS GIVEN 'TO' THEM = AND NOT 'FROM' THEM =

"... they become just what Satan would desire to have them - UNBALANCED-IN-MIND." TM 56. "And then these LEADERS, in the BLINDNESS of their minds, give full sway to what is supposed to be RIGHTEOUS INDIGNATION against the ones who have set aside CHERISHED FABLES. They ACT-LIKE-MEN-WHO-HAVE-LOST-THEIR-REASON." TM 70. "... so FILLED with (BITTER!) PREJUDICE + HATRED that they could hardly be RESTRAINED." TM 72-3. "Now these things were written for our admonition upon whom the Ends of the World are come..." "Now these things were our Examples, to the intent WE should not lust after evil things, as THEY also lusted, Neither be ye IDOLATERS, as were some of them..." TM 99.

Making the Church an IDOL to be Worshipped above God!
"Let him that THINKETH he stand — take heed lest he Fall
"... purge your Conscience from DEAD WORKS." TM 98.
TO WASHINGTON CHURCH-LEADERS =
"The rejection of Truth leaves men CAPTIVES, the sub-
jects of Satan's deception." 1T:232.

"The Light behind them went out = leaving their feet
in perfect DARKNESS..."  WTF 14.

Only those who Study for themselves will be Saved.
GC 625,593,598. DA 140-1,611-2. COL 79.

"God has a people upon this earth: WHO-ARE-THEY? They
are those who will PURIFY their Souls by OBEYING the
Truth..." GCB April 20,1901. p.423. GC 595.

"Through their reverence for Tradition + their BLIND
FAITH in a corrupt Priesthood, the people were ENSLAVED.
These CHAINS Christ must break. The CHARACTER of the
Priests, Rulers, and Pharisees must be more fully EX-
POSED.!! DA 611.

NON-EXPOSING ODE FROM A TOAD: "... the Mission of this
text is NOT one of EXPOSURE..." "The Messenger of Liv-
ing Righteousness." FTW. FOREWORD for 10 Years! There-
fore he is NOT called by God = because =

"In the Closing Work of God in the earth... the God of
Elijah will raise up human instrumentalities to bear a
Message that will NOT-BE-SILENCED... the Voice of stern
REBUKE will be heard. BOLDLY will men of God's appoint-
ment DENOUNCE the UNION of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD."
PK 186-7. "... ALL will be UNMASKED." GC 606.

NON-DENOUNCING ODE FROM A TOAD: "... the Mission of this
text is NOT one of EXPOSURE + DENUNCIATION..." Of course
not! Because he has no Holy Spirit! =

"The Track of Truth lies close beside the Track of Error,
and BOTH TRACKS may seem to be one to minds which are
NOT WORKED by the Holy Spirit, and which, therefore =
are not QUICK to discern the DIFFERENCE between Truth
and Error." SM 1:202. "While the people are so DESTITUTE
of God's Holy Spirit, they cannot appreciate the preach-
ing of the Word... in the exercise of SOUND DISCRETION."
SM 1:121. "The sin of PRESUMPTION lies close beside the
VIRTUE["ADD to your Faith = VIRTUE!"] of PERFECT FAITH
and confidence in God... PRESUMPTION. Upon this Point
many souls are WRECKED... through FLATTERY." SM 1:282.
[See INDEX for: "FLATTERY!" "I AM SAVED!" is FLATTERY!]
[Not a Speck of Truth to it! It is PRESUMPTION = 100%!]
[Does the Holy Spirit tell you the DIFFERENCE?]
TO A BIG DUCK IN A BIG PUDDLE =
Is "Faith" = alone ??? Am I Saved? ["Instantaneous Sanctification" GC 471] Is Christ "OUT" of the MOST HOLY PLACE
Even in the "OUTER COURT?" [General Conference Session =
R&H. June 19,1970. p.9,10. Dr. Leslie Hardinge.] Is this
as he says: "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH?" [RDB-ADA 41-2. SAME
Pharisees + Sadducees now united! To crucify Christ after
EW 261.

CAN YOU IMAGINE THE JOY = of finding + Teaching the Truth
on these Issues = and finding a Response even in Washington,
D.C. = as well as all across the Country! Marvelous!
You could enjoy it, too! If they will let you. Will they?

There is a Function called EROSION =
It wears away Mountains =
It is the Result =
Of the Havoc of TIME =

Have your hidden Masters =
Has "General Conference Policy" =
Which is Baal =[4T:607. GC 458,523.]
ERODED + SEARED your Convictions away =
Like holes in a worm-eaten Apple =
Leaving your Conscience but a Sieve =
So it holds no Water = no Truth =
But a Faceless Puppet =
Going through the Motions =
But to PLEASE the Itch - the Ears =
And the Ego = of the Proud + Haughty =
Who will come to Hear = NOTHING LESS - !!!!

Else they will Hire - another Hireling =
Whose cunning - they can Bear.
When "MULTITUDES of False Brethren"
Carried along like "CHAFF" in the "WIND" =
From places where we See = only Floors =
Of Rich Wheat = in the Last Solemn Work =
Few great men indeed![5T:80-1.]

"The Great PROPORTION" - Sad to say =
Turn their Face - the other Way =[5T:136.]
They perish "ALL" - the Word is there =
Do any Ask = or Wonder where =
"IT IS WRITTEN" - so plain to See =
"PEACE + SAFETY" = they say to me =
No Sighing wanted - no Abominations declare =
No Sealing either - will be there.[5T:211.]
"Help thy Brother's boat across the Shoal = "And Lo! thine own has reached = "The other Shore."

CHARACTER-BUILDING = There are those who like to Believe, they are Saved - here + NOW -!!! They do not have the Patience of the Saints to WAIT until Christ + the Court in Heaven - decide their Destiny - for Eternity.

"We are NOT to say what constitutes the WHEAT, and what the TARES. The TIME of the HARVEST will fully determine the CHARACTER of the TWO CLASSES... the TARES + the WHEAT." TM 47.

"For a TIME there was seen = NO DIFFERENCE between them... It is in a TIME of CRISIS that CHARACTER is REVEALED... when it will be TOO LATE." COL 408,412.

"The WORK of SEPARATION is given to the Angels of God, and NOT committed into the hands of any MAN." TM 47.

"SPIRITUALISM teaches... "Each mind will JUDGE itself, and not another." "The JUDGMENT will be RIGHT, because it is the JUDGMENT of SELF... THE THRONE is WITHIN YOU." ["SPIRITUALISM" chapter - GC 554.]MM 101. AA 474. Ed.228.

HOW DOES SATAN SLEEP THE ADVENTISTS INTO HIS SNARE = THROUGH THE MAXWELL BOOK - ??? """"""""""""""""""""""

"... the spirits make NO DIFFERENCE between RIGHTEOUSNESS + SIN, between the noblest + purest of the Apostles of Christ + the most corrupt of the servants of Satan. By representing the BASEST of men in Heaven... NO MATTER HOW WICKED YOU ARE...[Maxwell Book p.78. "Even the WORST patients in MENTAL HOMES... THOUSANDS UPON THOUSANDS will rejoice AT-HIS-TOUCH... when He comes again... clearing the minds of the INSANE... when He returns... "We shall all be CHANGED,"... it is a most vital part of His planning... What a DAY that will be!!... full employment... JOBS... EVERYBODY will be happily EMPLOYED... no one will be afraid of ANYTHING or anybody." SDA MAXWELL p.78-83."MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST."]

"... No matter how Wicked you are; no matter whether you BELIEVE or DISBELIEVE God + the Bible. Live as you please, HEAVEN is your Home!" 1884 SoP 4:374-5. (SPIRITUALISM!) SDA SPIRITUALISM = SDA SPIRITUALISM = SDA SPIRITUALISM.

FAITH FOR TODAY = FAITH FOR TODAY = FAITH FOR TODAY = =

-15-
LIVE AS YOU PLEASE - !!! END UP IN A HEAP IN THE HOSPITAL OR INSANE ASYLUM - !!! MAXWELL's "CHRIST" will save you anyway - !!! No Reward in accepting the "Last Message"= GC 454 ="Here are they that KEEP the COMMANDMENTS of God, and the Faith of Jesus." GC 436. No need to accept this: "Closing Message" = "... the most terrible THREATENING ever borne to man!" EW 254. Over which the Last Battle will be fought as all Heaven joins in. 8T:41. This distinct "SEPARATING" Message. To be given with "... no uncertain Sound." 7T:150. No need anymore for this:"LOUD CRY!" The Message of Rev.18.

IN WASHINGTON = D.C. "A Company was presented before me under the NAME of "Seventh-day Adventists", who were advising that the Banner, or Sign, which makes us a DISTINGUISHED people should not be held out so strikingly; for they claimed [FROOM in 1966."... the things wherein we DIFFER from other religious groups - is PAST, definitely PAST. And that is as it should be." p.10. SDA MINISTRY.March.

"... for they claimed that this was not the best POLICY."

So the "LAST WARNING" after which Probation is Closed = 6T:18-9,59-61,290 = is now PASSED! So they cannot be the "REMNANT" described in SM 2:385.

"EVEN IF ALL OUR LEADING MEN = should refuse Light and Truth, that Door will still remain open. The Lord will raise up men who WILL give the people the MESSAGE for this Time." 1893 GW 126. TM 107.

"GOD IS TESTING the devotion of HIS CHURCHES... And Chris says unto them. "Remember therefore from whence thou art FALLEN, and REPENT, and do the FIRST WORKS: or else I will come unto thee quickly, and will REMOVE thy Candlestick [Church Membership. Rev.1:20. AA 586. RH A2:141. 6T:418.] out of his place, except thou REPENT." He will take His Holy Spirit FROM the Church, and give it to OTHERS who will appreciate it... The LIGHT grows DIM, goes OUT; the CANDLESTICK has been removed." RH A3:273. July 16,1895.

"WHAT A LESSON IS THIS TO MEN HOLDING POSITIONS of responsibility to-day in THE CHURCH of God!... THERE IS A LIMIT beyond which the JUDGMENTS of Jehovah can no longer be delayed. THE DESOLATION of JERUSALEM in the days of Jeremiah is a SOLEMN WARNING to modern Israel, that the counsels + admonitions [Which they will call:"CONDEMNING!" ] given them through chosen instrumentalities cannot be disregarded with IMPUNITY. (Immunity.)...
"HE THAT REMAINETH IN THIS CITY (WASHINGTON) = shall DIE by the SWORD, by the FAMINE, and by the PESTILENCE: but he that goeth forth to the Chaldeans shall LIVE"... Plain + positive were the words spoken...
"This City shall surely be given into the hand of the King of BABYLON'S Army. which shall take it." PK 416-7, DON'T BE A FOOL! THE TRUTH IS NOT GOING TO BE =
"... in the Vanguard [WEBSTER: The Troops who March in Front of an Army. The Hope of Pierson of Washington!]
"... in the Vanguard of a Great Religious Revival!" [How BITTER the FOOLS will be who Fall for that! Did not this same FALSE PROPHET predict this for KEY '73? Did not a Bolt of Lightning hit him at a Camp Meeting in that same YEAR - ??? Knocked him against a Wall - Knocked others to the Ground. WHY - ??? Something else is going to Knock some Sense into his Head = when he finds a Break-up in the Ranks - EVERYWHERE! Starting NOW! I am in touch with a NUMBER. No - they will not join me. But they will START their OWN MOVEMENT! Some for Better - some for Worse. The main thing is - to get the MEMBERS to Re-think their Position. Hence the Lord promised a "SCATTERING" among this people. Just as they think they have everything under Control and carefully ORGANIZED = the BREAK-UP comes! Which side will YOU take = then? Do not be too SURE!]

IS THE SYNAGOGUE NEEDED - ???
"The Apostles were FEW in number, but under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, they did more for the Conversion of those in Jerusalem then the large Religious ORGANIZATION had ever done."
R&H. March 29, 1898.

SOME WILL GET LOST IN THE SHUFFLE = Yes! You thought you could pull off a 3-fold UNION = (1) SDA DRAGON HEAD. 4T:246. SM 2:395. SM 1:46. 1T:223,341. 5T:213,462. B7:61. (2) EVANGELICAL BILLY GRAHAM BODY. (3) KEY '73 CATHOLIC TAIL. [Yes! There are some Adventists so moronic DUMB= or else their Brains are as Crooked as a Re-coiled Side-Winder = who still try to Pretend the Adventists were: "Fighting Billy Graham in KEY '73!" We therefore Print for you just ONE of HUNDREDS of such Hand-Bills throughout the Country + around the World. SEND IN ANY you might have = this one from Bro. James Zakiab from WILLOWS, California. Thank you Bro. + Sr. Zakiab for your Witness to the Truth. [See center-piece Insert.] This was their BOAST in the SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE since FROOM-WEEKS = 1966! -17- We are EVANGELICALS!
THE FALSE GATHERING FOLLOWED BY A SCATTERING =
The Old INDEX had at least ONE reference to the "SCAT-
TERING!" In Battlecreek. But when Battle Creek was no
more - they put that in to the Old Index. But in the New
Index - very carefully weeded it OUT - !!! So to show the
whole Picture - we will quote them all; Listed or not.

SCATTERING OUT OF BATTLE CREEK = BY REFORM:
"Those who come to Battle Creek... There they came in
contact with a PHARISAISM, a self-righteousness, that is
always a SNARE. It is the FORM of godliness without the
POWER thereof. When the POWER of the TRUTH is felt...
there will be a great movement of REFORM in the Battle
Creek Church. Soon will be fulfilled the words!"I will
turn + overturn." We-know-not-just-when this will be
accomplished, but-the-time-will-come when there will be
a SCATTERING from Battle Creek." 8T:86. Nov.1901.

WITH DAVID WE ARE FORCED TO SAY =
"I pen these words of God that those who profess to be
His children may not receive the CURSE pronounced upon
Amalek because THEY have followed the practices of Amalek.
... He says,"Shall I count them PURE with the WICKED bal-
ances...?" PAGE AFTER PAGE might be written in regard to
these things. WHOLE CONFERENCES are being leavened...
"For the RICH men thereof are full of... LIES..." The Lord
will work to PURIFY His Church. I tell you in Truth, the
Lord is about to TURN + OVERTURN in the INSTITUTIONS cal-
ed by His name. Just HOW SOON this REFINING PROCESS will
begin I cannot say, but it will not be long deferred. He
whose FAN is in His hand will CLEANSE His Temple...

A REAL AWAKENING = "I appeal to my Brethren to WAKE UP.
Unless a CHANGE takes place speedily, I must give the
Facts to the people... UNCONVERTED men must no longer be
MANAGERS + DIRECTORS in so important + sacred work. With
David we are forced to say, "It is TIME for Thee, Lord =
to work: for they have made void Thy LAW."... taking
their counsel as the "VOICE OF GOD". But this is not
safe... SATAN-WILL-WORK-THROUGH-THEM... TEACH THEM, for
Christ's sake + for their own soul's sake, NOT-TO-MAKE-
FLESH-THEIR-ARM... Is the President of the General Con-
ference to be the GOD of the people?... WHEN the Lord
shall work upon human hearts + human intellects, prin-
ciples + practices DIFFERENT from this will be set before
the people. "CEASE YE FROM MAN." TM 372-6. 1895.
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IN THE ORDER OF GOD =

THIS IS ALL = that we are concerned with in this Chart. Once we are SEALED - all that follows will take care of itself. The Saints are SEALED with the SEAL of the Living God = cannot + do not Die. EW 34,71,283-4.

[1] A Bright Light at the Beginning of the Path. EW 14. In EW 88,263 = we see an overwhelming Delusion going with the Speed of Lightning in the Last Days. It seemed the whole World was taken in the Snare.


[3] Just before the Close of Probation for Adventists = the Wise "JOIN" a "PROCESSION" COL 406. They were SEALED as the "Door is Shut."

[4] The Foolish also "JOIN" something as shown on the other Side of this Paper. Seeking "LIGHT" and "POWER" from the popular Market-Place. GC 608. 5T:463. After chasing one Phantom after the other from Australian Sea to American Sea - seeking the Lord OUT of the Most Holy Place = (1846 Broadside.) EW 56,261,78. PT 71-2. They fail to obtain the CHARACTER-OIL they were promised. TM 234,444-7. And are doomed for all Eternity. COL 408-12.

[5] This is followed by the "LOUD CRY." EW 271-2. 1T:183.

OUR MESSAGE IS - SANCTIFICATION + CHARACTER-BUILDING is the "WORK" of a "LIFETIME." Therefore BEGIN = "TODAY!" "For TODAY is the day of Salvation." And be not anxiously careful about TOMORROW. TOMORROW will take care of itself. See INDEX for "MAN"(NATURE)- "CHARACTER" "SANCTIFICATION," BUILD-MOLD-ATTAIN-FORM-GROW-STRIVE-DEVELOP-CULTIVATE-SHAPE-DAILY-OVERCOME... There is no other Way. 5T:500.

HOEHN PUBLICATIONS, Drawer 1270, Grand Forks, BC Canada V0H 1H0.

(Write to be sure to hear from us again.)

(This is a Lift-out page. Send it to a Friend.)
NOT JUST BATTLE CREEK BUT OTHER CENTERS =
"... a Testimony that would AWAKE his people before it is forever too late... NO JERUSALEM CENTERS ARE TO BE MADE. If such centers are made, there will be a SCATTERING of the people OUT of them, by the Lord God of heaven... In establishing institutions... We are to enter into no CONFEDERACY (No LLU-VA UNION OF CHURCH AND STATE COMPLEX.) with those who do not love or fear God. Those who have not the Light of Present Truth... are surrounded by SPIRITUAL DARKNESS that is as the DARKNESS OF MIDNIGHT... They make haste unto Vanity... Having forsaken God... they hew out for themselves cisterns, that hold no water." RH A6:437. July 16, 1914.

"The Lord assured Elijah that the wrong-doers in Israel should not go unpunished... a Reformation... "And it shall come to pass, that him that escapeth the sword of Hazael shall Jehu slay: and him that escapeth the sword of Jehu shall Elisha slay." "I have left me," God said,"seven thousand in Israel, all the knees which have not bowed unto Baal."...

IS THERE THAT MANY TODAY - ??? "The apostasy prevailing today is similar... in the PRAISE of HUMAN LEADERS... and in the placing of the TEACHINGS OF SCIENCE above the Truths of Revelation, MULTITUDES today are following BAAL... The LAW of God, the divine Standard of RIGHTEOUSNESS, (by HEPPENSTALL-MARTER-BRINSMEAD-EEC) is declared to be of no effect. The ENEMY of all Truth is working with deceptive power to cause men + women to place human INSTITUTIONS where God should be... THIS APOSTASY... BAAL... Many will cease to pay HOMAGE to man-made INSTITUTIONS, and will take their stand FEARLESSLY on the side of God and His LAW. Much depends on the unceasing activity of those who are TRUE and LOYAL... their efforts to do a work of REFORM." RH A6:371-3. Oct. 23, 30. 1913. PK 169-178.

HOW DOES THE LORD GATHER THE OUTCASTS OF ISRAEL? Isa.11:12.
"Sept. 23, the Lord showed me that He had stretched out His hand the SECOND TIME to recover the REMNANT of His people, and that efforts must be redoubled in this GATHERING TIME." EW 74. (At a Time when the YAHVISTS are on a Tear to Old Jerusalem just as it is to be ATOMIZED. 75.)

THE TRUE PREPARATION FOR THE END =
"... in THE Battle in THE Day of THE Lord. I was pointed to those who CLAIM -19-
"... who CLAIM to be ADVENTISTS, but who reject the Present Truth, and saw that they were CRUMBLING + that the hand of the Lord was in their midst to DIVIDE + SCATTER them now in the GATHERING TIME, so that the precious JEWELS among them, who have formerly been deceived, may have their eyes opened to see their TRUE STATE. And now, when the TRUTH is presented to them by the Lord's MESSENGERS, they are prepared to LISTEN, and see its beauty and harmony, and to LEAVE their former associates + err to EMBRACE the precious Truth + STAND where they can define (make known) their Position." EW 69. 1850.

WHAT WILL THE BLIND LEADERS + THEIR BLIND FOLLOWERS DO? "The CRISIS is just before us when each will need much strength from God in order to STAND against the wiles of Satan, for his deceptions will come in every conceivable form. Those-who-have-allowed-themselves-to-be-the-Sport of Satan's temptations will be UNPREPARED then to take the RIGHT side. Their ideas will be confused so that they-cannot-discern between the Divine + the Satanic. There will come a CRISIS in EVERY ONE of our INSTITUTIONS... REMEMBER that God's people are but a LITTLE FLOCK." 5T:479. 1889.

"... the FASTING PHARISEES will have their portion with the HYPOCRITES + UNBELIEVERS, when Christ shall come in His glory, and those whom they SCORNED will be GATHERED into His Kingdom." 1877 SoP 2:193.

"IT ANGERED THEM ALSO that those who showed only CONTEMPT for the Rabbis, and who were NEVER seen in the Synagogue should flock about Jesus, and listen with rapt attention to His words... YOU, PHARISEES, said Christ, regard yourselves as the favorites of Heaven. You THINK yourselves SECURE ("I AM SAVED!") in your own RIGHTEOUSNESS. Know then, that if you need NO REPENTANCE, My mission is not for you. These poor souls who FEEL their poverty + sinfulness, are the very ones I have come to rescue. Angels of Heaven are interested in these lost ones whom you DESPISE. You complain + SNEER when one of these souls joins himself to Me; but know that Angels rejoice, and the song of triumph rings through the courts above...

"LET HIM REST in the Love of God, and in no case be disheartened by the SCORN + SUSPICION of the PHARISEES." COL 186,189,190. 1900.

LAODICEA TO BUY OF PHILADELPHIA = THE PEARL OF GREAT PRICE = COL 117.
WHY WERE THE CHURCH-LEADERS SO BITTER + KILLING-MAD?
"How little He had honored their RIGHTEOUSNESS. He presented a RIGHTEOUSNESS far greater... TAKING NO NOTICE (of their Baby-Baptizing + God-Fathers) of their FORMS + CEREMONIES, He had encouraged sinners to go DIRECTLY to God... Thus, in their opinion, He had set aside the Priesthood. HE HAD REFUSED to acknowledge the Theology of the Rabbinical Schools. He had EXPOSED the evil practices of the Priests, and had irreparably hurt their INFLUENCE." DA 540.

"When a Message is presented TO God's people, they should not RISE UP in opposition to it; they should go to the Bible, comparing it with the LAW + the TESTIMONY." SM 1:416. 1890.

WHAT IS THE GREAT DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CHURCH PHARISEE WHO GOES DOWN TO HIS HOUSE DESTITUTE - AND THE HUMBLE NON-CHURCH PUBLICAN WHO IS JUSTIFIED - ???
In the Center-Spread in this Paper = the "HOLY ROLLER" Element - like the "FRED WRIGHT AWINER" = imagine they have the "NEW LIFE" of Christ = declare themselves "SINLESS" and "COMPLETE" and "NOTHING WANTING!"

EVEN = "I AM SAVED!" [Like a spoiled Brat - not having learned the A-B-C's of human Behaviour = wanting to be told he is non-the-less a "GOOD BOY!" So do these clamor to be told how "GOOD" they are - if they can find the Sort that will Preach it to them.]

"BOGUS SANCTIFICATION" = "... disaffection in the Indiana Conference under the pious guise of Christian HOLINESS... The professed Church of Christ is FULL of the spurious article, and one distinct feature of it is, the more one drinks into the spirit of popular SANCTIFICATION, the less he prizes the PRESENT TRUTH...
[Are you aware of the large Segment of the so-called: "AWAKENING" that have given up the TESTIMONIES entirely? Of the Break-up of Homes by these SINLESS ONES?] Some of them have even reached the almost HOPELESS position that they CANNOT SIN. These, of course, have no further use for the Lord's Prayer... as they profess to be led by the Spirit...

"IS BRO. B. PREACHING THE LAODICEAN MESSAGE? That is well: but let it be borne in mind that the person who has become so SANCTIFIED that he CANNOT SIN is the veriest LAODICEAN... "Because thou sayest, I am RICH ... and in NEED(?) of NOTHING!"... -21-
"WHAT A TERRIBLE DECEPTION! THEY THINK THEY ARE COMPLETE in Christ, and know not that they are wretched, blind, miserable, poor, and naked... no-matter-what-a-man-may-Preach under the spirit of STRONG DELUSION, he is sure to have some followers, however great may be the Heresy... Much of our most laborious labor for the past thirty years has been to meet that FANATICISM which has grown out of the Teachings of ULTRA HOLINESS...

"THUS HAVE SELF-DECEIVED SOULS FALLEN all the way along during the History of the Third Angel's Message. Those who are led by FANATICISM will gradually feel in Harmony with those who fully reject the Truth, and unless they can be arrested in their course will, sooner or later, be-in-the-ranks-of-our-BITTEREST OPPONENTS." RH Al:194. June 6, 1878. James + Ellen G. White.

"Those who are REALLY seeking to perfect Christian CHARACTER will NEVER indulge in the thought that they are SINLESS... THE GREATER THE DISTANCE between them and their Saviour, the more RIGHTEOUS they appear in their own eyes... "God leads me! God teaches me! I am living without Sin!" Many who come in contact with this spirit encounter a dark mysterious SOMETHING which they cannot comprehend... THERE-IS-NO-SUCH-THING-AS-INSTANT-ANEOUS-SANCTIFICATION. True SANCTIFICATION is a DAILY work (as a DAILY WORK), continuing as long as LIFE shall last.

Ah! Yes! My dear Boy! I glow with Happiness that I can bring you these truly marvelous References, even as I am working now into 10 O'clock at Night = and often work 5 Hours before a real Breakfast. Will you succeed in making me so BITTER = I will give this all up? God helping me = you will not! Rather we will put the Shoe on the other Foot = those who JOIN the WORLD and now teach as the AUTUMN COUNCIL - told them to do = R&H. Dec. 18, 1969. p. 20 = [See the Divine Prediction for this very Apostasy! In the Name of the "LOUD CRY!" GC 4 Teaching, as RDB BOASTS he is doing = "IN COMMON" with "I AM SAVED!" BABYLON - !!! What NEXT + where NEXT - ?

"They become the most BITTER Enemies of their former Brethren." GC 608. "THE DRAGON... went to make War with the REMNANT." GC 592. "... when the DIFFERENCE will be apparent." GC 602. "It is NOT the WICKED WORLD, but the whom the Lord designates as "MY PEOPLE," that are to be REPROVED for their Transgressions." GC 452. "The Lord gave them His LAW... -22-
"... His LAW; they might have compared their CHARACTERS with it, and learned their DEFECTS while there was yet opportunity for REPENTANCE + REFORM; but in order to secure the favor of the World, they set aside its Precepts + taught OTHERS to TRANSGRESS... Now they are CONDEMNED by that LAW... With awful distinctness they SEE that they are without Excuse... TOO LATE THEY SEE." GC 639,640. "WHO shall be able to STAND...?" GC 641.

"Those who are BATTLING with DAILY temptations, OVERCOMING their own NATURAL tendencies, and seeking for Holiness of Heart + Life, make no BOASTFUL CLAIMS of Holiness. They are hungering + thirsting for RIGHTEOUSNESS... While those who are SELF-CONFIDENT + trust to PERFECTION of CHARACTER, are soon robbed of their FALSE ROBE of RIGHTEOUSNESS when subjected to the STORMS of TRIAL... We feel Sad to see professed Christians led astray by FALSE but BEWITCHING THEORY that they ARE PERFECT, because it is so DIFFICULT to UNDEVERSE them + get them on the RIGHT TRACK. They have sought to make the EXTERIOR fair + pleasing, while the INWARD adorning, the meekness + lowliness of Christ, is WANTING. THE-TESTING-TIME will come to all, when the HOPES of many who have for years thought themselves SECURE, will be seen to be without FOUNDATION... SOME-WHO-HAVE SEEMED to be Pillars in the House of God reveal only ROTTEN TIMBER beneath the PAINT + VARNISH. But the HUMBLE in Heart, who have DAILY felt the importance of RIVETING their Souls to the ETERNAL ROCK, will STAND unmoved... because they TRUSTED NOT to themselves."The FOUNDATION of God standeth SURE...

"Those who take pains to call ATTENTION to their good Works, constantly talking of their SINLESS state... are only deceiving their own Souls... THE-TRULY-RIGHTEOUS-MAN. He is UNCONSCIOUS of his Goodness + Piety... The JEWS did not admire such a Life... They would have all understand that they were WITHOUT SIN... The PHARISEES would not accept Him." RH AL:251-2. Jan. 18,1881.

ACCEPT HIM AND AT ONCE HAVE A NEW LIFE - ???
"To Publicans + Harlots his words were the BEGINNING of a New LIFE." MB 129.

"BELIEVE in Christ," was the cry of these claimants of SANCTIFICATION. "ONLY BELIEVE; this is all that is required of you. Only have FAITH in Jesus." The words of John came forcibly to my Mind... -23-
"IF WE SAY THAT WE HAVE NO SIN, we deceive ourselves... [Not only deceive others - but deceive ourselves] and the TRUTH - IS-NOT-IN-US." 1 John 1:8. I was shown that those who TRIUMPHANTLY claim to be SINLESS, show by their very BOASTING that they are FAR from being without taint of Sin. THE MORE CLEARLY fallen man comprehends the CHARACTER of Christ, the more DISTRESSFUL will he be of himself, and the more IMPERFECT will his WORKS appear to him...

"BUT THOSE WHO ARE FAR FROM JESUS = [Is this what you Teach in your Church - ??? Will you - ??? If not - why not - ??? Because you only Teach what they WANT - ??? Of course - they would not want THIS - !!!"If we would seek the TRUTH = by the Show of Hands - we would have to Adopt - the GREATEST ABSURDITIES!" JAMES WHITE.

"But those who are FAR-FROM-JESUS, those whose Spiritual perceptions are so clouded by ERROR that they cannot COMPREHEND the CHARACTER of the great Exemplar, conceive of Him as altogether such a one as themselves...

Fred Wright: "... there is not so much as a hairs breadth DIFFERENCE... EXACTLY-AS-WE-ARE... COMPLETELY one of us and one with us." p.16. May - 1966.

"... and DARE to talk of their own PERFECTION of HOLINESS But they are FAR from God; they know LITTLE of themselves and LESS of Christ." LS 84.

THE ORIGINAL had this BETTER and much more COMPLETE = this is the Sort of thing they did not Like, so they got Rid of it. "Those who claim to be SINLESS are in the position of the PHARISEE, who made BOAST before God... These who are WHOLE - need not a Physician, and those who consider themselves SINLESS... are CONTENT with their ATTACHMENTS, and hear-not the blessed Words,'Thy sins be forgiven thee.' They feel no necessity for GROWTH in GRACE and do not realize their own UNWORTHINESS." 1888 Battle Creek Steam Press. LS 212. [This kind will resort to TIME SETTING. p.221.]

AND THEN, ON PAGE 208 = "They had much to say of LOVE and CHARITY covering a multitude of sins.... they were wielding a terrible POWER for Evil. I wished to escape from their presence as soon as possible. Elder Bennett, in speaking of FAITH, said, 'All we have to do is to BELIEVE and whatsoever we ask of God will be given us.' Elder White suggested that there were CONDITIONS specified. 'If ye abide in Me, and my words abide in you, ye shall ask
what ye will, and it shall be done unto you.' Said he, 'Your theory of FAITH must have a FOUNDATION; it is as EMPTY as a Flour-Barrel with both heads out. TRUE CHARITY never covers up unrepented + unconfessed sins. She only drops her mantle over the FAULTS that are CONFESSED and RENOUNCED. TRUE CHARITY is a very delicate person-age, NEVER setting her pure foot outside of Bible truth.' [We saw this =] As soon as the views of these people were crossed, they manifested a stubborn, self-righteous spirit that rejected all instruction. Though PROFESSING great HUMILITY, they were BOASTFUL in their SOPHISTRY of SANCTIFICATION, and resisted all appeals to REASON. We felt that all our efforts to convince them of their error were USELESS, as they took the position that they were not learners but teachers." 1888 LS 208-9. LS 80-1.

"SPIRITUAL MAGNETISM, of a similar character with MESMERISM..."O God, rebuke this FOUL SPIRIT!..." their groanings + amens CHILLED me... the spirit of DARKNESS. ... These agents of the EVIL ONE... their baneful influence... Satanic influence... "We call their influence MESMERISM... control some to their great damage"... crush the very life out of our prayers, and leave an influence BLACKER than EGYPTIAN DARKNESS"... they were CORRUPT... obeying their CARNAL INSTINCTS... MESMERIC INFLUENCE... led into the grossest errors... Under a garb of SANCTIFICATION they were practicing the WORST SINS... Their deception was laid open before me... No matter how BOLD + EARNEST one may be in his CLAIMS of spiritual SOUNDNESS + PERFECTION of CHARACTER, if he lacks Christian grace + humility the dregs of SIN are still in his NATURE." 1888 LS 206-211. LS 79-84,87.

WELL - ??? WHAT ABOUT IT - ??? Will you allow this to go on under your very Nose - these AWAKENING MESMERISTS to work their Traffic right there in WASHINGTON - aided and abetted by the Teaching of FROOM-MAXWELL-HEPPENSTALL, and you dare not say a Word about it! What a SHALLOW = BITTER EXISTENCE! You dare not Teach what you KNOW is the Truth? "... How can one IMPROVE when he thinks his ways PERFECT?" 7T:199,200.

I quoted that last from R&H. June 7,1973. p.4-5. By Irma Roller Hadley, who slammed this at "REFORMERS!" But perhaps she needs a new pair of Glasses.This was to the Smart Alecks... "... who are standing in positions of HIGH + SACRED TRUST... "CUT IT DOWN = why cumbereth it the Ground?" 7T:200. -25-
THERE ARE THOSE WHO IMAGINE THEY ARE SAVED - NOW - !!!
This is the same spirit as the IRISH IRA CATHOLICS - like
the TEL AVIV ATHIEISTIC JEWS - LIKE THE "NOW!" BLACKS - -
trouble-makers all. They want to Crack the Whip and we
are to Jump.

IF THEY ARE SAVED = they have no Obligation to listen
to us - we are to listen to them. They are SAVED - hence
OVER us! OVER all! HOLY - EGOISTICAL - UNAPPROACHABLE
UNTACTABLES - PREDESTINATED - "I AM HOLIER THAN THOU!"
With such it is impossible to Reason = they are beyond
Reason. They are fully described in the Parable of the
FOOLISH VIRGINS. They receive an: "UNEXPECTED DENIAL!"
COL 406-415. They did NOT understand the "CHARACTER" of
Christ! COL 411. They thought it was the same as their
OWN! "... content with a SUPERFICIAL WORK." COL 411-5.

RECKLESS IN LIFE + DEVOTION = they care LITTLE or NOTH-
ING about worshipping OUT of the Most Holy Place. They
drag their Holiness with them - wherever they choose to
go. But one thing they Forget.

HOW MANY TIMES DO WE READ OF THE 'CLEANSING' BY THE BLOO
"My Father - my Blood! my Blood!" BUT THERE IS NO BLOOD
out of the Most Holy Place! EW 38, 78-9, 110, 112, 114, 126.
RDB yaps about "MERITS" save EVERYONE! But the "MERITS"
are in the BLOOD - and the BLOOD is in the Most Holy Pl.
EW 126, 149, 178, 252-3. No ATONEMENT is made, and no LORD
SUPPER is of any value = OUT of the MOST HOLY PLACE! EW
261, 281. (and 50 more!) This is the Straight Testimony
to the Laodiceans - that their prayers OUT of the Most
Holy Place are USELESS! 6T:408. SM 1:358. MB 37. 9T:26.
Worse than USELESS - they are a CURSE! They bring the

From now on - since Adventists openly seek "JUSTIFICATI-
with HARDINGE [R&H. GC SESSION. June 19, 1970. p.9,10.]n with BRINSMED [RDB-ADA 41.] in the "OUTER COURT!" God:
people will not BOW down in PRAYER with THEM! Or else:
"They AT ONCE receive the unholy influence of Satan!"

God's people will give them: "NO COUNTENANCE!" No recog-

For like attracts like, and like appreciates like, and
like becomes like Like. PP 176. MB 25, 81. SG 2:201.
1T:100. 5T:136, 463, 705. DA 405. And a "COMPANION OF
FOOLS will be DESTROYED... DESTROYED for want of JUDG-
MENT!" Prov.13:20,23. -26-
TO LEADERS IN WASHINGTON =

"If you don't change Direction =
"You will End up - where you're going."


THROUGH ALL THE CLATTER OF HUMAN LIPS =about "JUSTIFICATION" and "I AM SAVED!" [Which to many is one + the same thing!] "I AM SINLESS!" "INCREASED WITH GOODS!"
"IN NEED OF NOTHING!"
"And knowest not - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -!?!? #

ONE SURE SILENCER - that works like a Charm =

THAT THE BUILDING OF A CHARACTER - and "SANCTIFICATION" are BOTH = the "WORK of a LIFETIME!" PP 223,596. MH 452-5. 5T:500. CT 61. 8T:173,64. ///// AA 560. 2T:472. 3T:325. 1T:340,339,322,334-9. 4T:429.

*Does one GRADUATE - when he ENTERS the School - ???
*Is the House built - when you clear the Lot - ???
*Is the crop Reaped - when you plant the Seed -???
*AM I SAVED - at this very Meeting - ??? How Silly!
*AM I COMPLETE - at the New Birth - ??? How Shallow!
*AM I JUST LIKE CHRIST = ??? How Emetic!
*MUST YOU TEACH LIKE BABYLON - ??? How Tragic!
*YOU CANNOT GO WITH THE FEW - ??? Too Bad!
*YOU MUST BE A FRIEND OF THE WORLD - ??? What an Enemy!

TO SAY THAT WE CANNOT BUILD A CHARACTER = is the same as saying = we cannot keep the LAW! Which, as we know = is a Doctrine of Devils!

OR TO SAY THAT WE ARE HOLY-SINLESS-COMPLETE = is to be "as Gods!" or to say that we are "EQUAL" with Christ = is also a Doctrine of Devils! and is what Sparked the War in Heaven = and will Spark a War on Earth!

FOR ONE TO BE GIVEN A GLIMPSE OF THE MAJESTY OF CHRIST =

His Wisdom, His Power, His Glory, His Ability to make a Lily, to make a Baby = a thing of Life + Beauty = in comparison MAN has striven for CENTURIES to imitate the HUMAN EYE with a Camera, and has not come NEAR it = for this Puny Man to lift himself by his Boot-Straps to the Level of his Creator = to Talk in Terms of Christ being his: "SENIOR PARTNER" or "EQUAL WITH CHRIST" =

-27-
WHEN THE TIME-PROPHETS + AWAKENERS TALKED LIKE THAT = I knew what was Plagueing them =

"The HEART is DECEITFUL above all things - who can know

"There is NONE righteous - no, not one!"

"But when they KNEW God - they glorified Him NOT as God but became VAIN in their IMAGINATIONS - and their FOOLISH heart was DARKENED!"

"But these, as natural brute BEASTS - made to be taken and Destroyed - speak evil of the things that they UNDERSTAND NOT..."

Men who have had one Glimpse of the Glory of God have NEVER uttered words like that - of "EQUALITY!" It should be enough for anyone with but a Smattering of Knowledge to Flee from them as from the Plague! I wish I had the Language to make the Horror of it felt! I wonder if it can be said: "They know not what they do!" I am afraid they know = only too well. But they seek their own Glory - hence if they can bring Christ DOWN = to their own LEVEL they IMAGINE they have brought themselves UP - !!! "He is only a MAN - such as I!" Is that a JEW or a MOHAMMEDAN?

"AVOID EVERY QUESTION in relation to the HUMANITY of Christ which is liable to be misunderstood. TRUTH lies close to the Track of PREJUDICE. In treating upon the HUMANITY of Christ, you need to guard strenuously every assertion lest your words be taken to mean more than they imply... His HUMANITY as COMBINED with DIVINITY... It is a MYSTERY that is left UNEXPLAINED to mortals... The INCARNATION of Christ has ever been, and will ever remain = a MYSTERY... let every human being be warned from the ground of making Christ altogether HUMAN, such an one as ourselves FOR-IT-CANNOT-BE." SDA-BC 5:1128-9. QD 652,648,651.TM 12 SG 4:80. (and 100 more!)

TO RECKLESSLY ELEVATE SELF = PLACES ONE IN THE POSITION OF THE JEW = WHO REFUSED TO RECOGNIZE = HIS DIVINITY!

Refuses to recognize - any MISTAKE in his "POLICIES!" Thus = once he makes them - he can NEVER take them back! For is he not the INFALLIBLE HERREN-FOULK - ??? Today the World sees him - and the Adventist = BOTH unwilling to BACK DOWN = lest they admit their HUMANITY! So on they go - ready to be ATOMIZED - !!! On the Slide to Perdition The whole World will pay = for their Mistake.

"Because thou hast set thine heart as the heart of God.. -28-
"Behold, therefore I will bring Strangers upon thee, the terrible of the Nations; and they shall draw their Swords against the beauty of thy wisdom, and they shall defile thy brightness. They shall bring thee down to the Pit, and thou shalt die the deaths of them that are slain in the midst of the seas. Wilt thou yet say before Him that slayeth thee, I AM GOD? but thou shalt be a man, and no God, in the hand of him that slayeth thee... therefore I will cast thee as PROFANE out of the Mountain of God." Eze.28:6-9,16.

WEIGHED IN THE BAENCES + FOUND WANTING =
"I was shown that in these Last Days there will arise many deceptive Doctrines... I ask our people to study the 28th. chapter of Ezekiel. The presentation here made, while it refers primarily to Lucifer, the fallen angel, has a yet broader significance. NOT-ONE-BEING, but a general MOVEMENT, is here described, and one that we shall witness, and a faithful study of this chapter, should lead those who are seeking for the Truth to walk in all the Light that God has given to His people, lest they be deceived by the Deceptions of these Last Days." Series B 17:27-30. B:386. "ARE SDA DOING GOD'S WILL?" p.29. [Now available again from "THE RELIGIOUS LIBERTY and TEMPERANCE ASSOC., Rt.2,Box 128, Clarksville, Ark. 72830.] Although they will send it FREE on request = a Book like this cannot be produced for less than $2.00. So try to pay your own way. It is time you put TITHE in the right Place. For the TRUTH - and ONLY the TRUTH! Lest ye be Plagued with a Plague. You care NOTHING about Souls? Why should God care about you?

ALL ACROSS THE COUNTRY PEOPLE ARE WORRIED ABOUT TITHE = THERE IS ONLY ONE REASON FOR THIS = THE REFORMERS HAVE NEVER MET THE QUESTION FAIRLY + SQUARELY = IT IS TIME WE DID = NOTHING WILL MAKE THE CHURCH MADDER = THIS IS WHERE THEY REALLY GOT EXCITED AND CHANGED THE TESTIMONIES = THIS SHOULD BE OUR NEXT ASSIGNMENT = the Lord willing. "THERE ARE FEARFUL WOES for those who Preach the Truth, but are not Sanctified by it, AND ALSO FOR THOSE who consent to receive + maintain the UNSANCTIFIED to minister to them in word + doctrine. I am alarmed..." 1T:261-2.

I KNOW OF NO SUPERSTITION worse than remaining a Member = or paying God's Tithe = to an Apostate Ministry who are in MIDNIGHT DARKNESS if the 10 VIRGIN PARABLE means anything at all! "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" Not only TITHE but "MEANS" to God's MESSENGERS! -29- PT 32. RH A1:11. EW50.
EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER = all across America we found those who were interested in "EVENTS" in their Order. Minutely and Carefully = the Lord has given us "SIGNS" of the "ADVENTIST TIMES" = as the SEALING is here or near. The Last Events going with the "Speed of Lightning."

"The EVENTS connected with the CLOSE of PROBATION and the WORK of PREPARATION for the Time of Trouble, are CLEARLY brought to view. But MULTITUDES (of Adventists!) have no more UNDERSTANDING (the Wise will Understand! Dan.12:10) of these important Truths than if they had never been revealed. SATAN... and the Time of Trouble will find them UNREADY." 1884 SSp 4:412. GC 594. 5T:753. SM 2:101,109.

EVENT (1)= The Follies of Israel will beRepeated by the Adventist Church + its Leaders. LS 323. SM 2:111. 5T:76,456,455,728. 3T:200. 8T:26,119.


EVENT (3)= Ministers that God calls are to Warn the Church of Apostasy to come as it was in Days of AHAB and ELIJAH. This is the Straight Testimony to the Laodiceans. 3T:252-293. [To see how they Messed around with this Testimony = see ORIG. NAL in RH A2:49,50. A1:135-8.]

EVENT (4)= They will follow in the Tracks of Romanism. "The Image of the Beast" will have an Infallible "POPE" also - and elect him like the Catholics + the Communists. NO VOTE. Just "CHEER!" at the Puff of Smoke! TM 362. [Since this page deals with MEANS + your INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY to this Trust - see how they frantically SCRAMBLED to CHANGE THIS! Special TM 177-186.] [And the reason also for LEAVING OUT of EW 48 what you will find in PT 32. Give TITHE plus MEANS to the "SWIFT MESSAGERS" in the SEALING TIME! We need $500.00 to Reprint this. We need it now. So do God's own.

EVENT (5)= If they keep on as they started in 1888 - they will yet do ALL that the Church did that Crucified Christ! Talk about "CONDEMNING!" Talk about "BABYLON!" TM 76-81. "TWICE DEAD!"

EVENT (6)= All who stay with them - will be Destroyed with them. See the Sermon they will be Preaching. 5T:211. -30-
EVENT (7)= Therefore the MIDNIGHT CRY! TITHE for this Message= "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" This Message was given as far back as 1905. B7:63,64.

EVENT (8)= This, of course = will make them "As Mad as the Devil!" = so to get even = they will fully JOIN the other Churches - and keep SUNDAY - !!! 5T:136,463. GC 608. 8T:250. RH A1:405.

EVENT (9)= This will lead us to Teach the Sabbath "MORE FULLY!" This will "ENRAGE THE CHURCH" and Nominal (AWAKENERS) Adventists who are busy Teaching as Predicted they will Teach: "by Faith ALONE" both "PRESCRIPTION" - "POPULAR" - and "ENSNARING." GC 471-2. Hence they CHANGED the Testimony that says the "CHURCH" will be "ENRAGED" - WTF 19 - to what you see in EW 33. WONDERFUL IMPROVEMENT! No Wonder Sr. White was supposed to have said: "WHAT HAVE THEY DONE TO MY BOOK!" But she was shown ALL would be brought to Light in the Sealing Time! GC 606.

EVENT (10)= Before keeping SUNDAY = they would FIRST keep EASTER + CHRISTMASS! Talk about Messing around with the Books on THAT subject! GC 443.


***(12)= "SAYS HOWARD CROSBY:"The Church of God is today courting the World. Its members are trying to bring it DOWN to the level of the un-godly... and as a satisfaction for all this WORLDLINESS, Christians are making a great deal of LENT and EASTER + church ornamentation. It is the old trick of Satan. The Jewish church struck on this rock; the Romish church was wrecked on the same; and the Protestant is fast reaching the same doom." [As found in 1888 GC 386-7. See your Book p.387 to see what "HOWARD CROSBY" says there!] [We thank God we know the Truth!][What a BITTER Pill some will have to swallow who prefer a LIE!] Rev.22:15. -31-
WHERE IS THAT GODLESS PREACHER (2T:44. PP 559. 2T:337. 8T:37. 1T:434. RH A2:72. TM 144, 361) That cannot be TRUST 363 (Blind!), 364 (Liar!), 366 (Representing himself as an Angel of Light!), 367 (Cursed!), 368 (Needs to be Born again! Satan works through them! 409.), 375 (Foolish!), 376 (A God!), 382 (Rebellious-Lying), 383 (Deaf-Blind-Dumb), 3 (Upon whom is coming a 'CONSUMPTION' that will go through the whole Earth!). IN THE SEALING TIME! PT 32. That will CUT DOWN "MULTITUDES" of Adventists. 5T:81. Along with "Messengers of Living Righteousness" who are NOT SENT of God = PT 32. So they and their followers will have their DEAD BODIES lying all across the face of the EARTH! Neither 'GATHERED' nor BURIED nor LAMENTED! PT 32. Because they did not dig out the "ROOT OF BITTERNESS" = TM 467. Because these Ministers did not JOIN US! TM 110. 1893 GW 130,142 False Prophets-Deceivers-Uninspired. TM 294-5. Stand out of the Way! God has not placed them in Office. TM 295. "Men in high positions of TRUST... the VOICE they now have... is NOT the Voice of God!" TM 291. Proudly = Boastingly. Will lead God's heritage into FALSE PATHS! TM 320-1. The "REMNANT" cannot follow them! TM 470. They will have: "CONTINUAL + SHARP contests." TM 471. With these "FLATTERERS + DISSEMBLERS." TM 471. With their "PERVERTED SENSES." TM 471. All Heaven is "INDIGNANT!" TM 76. They have the spirit of ELDER CAIN. TM 77. "WOE unto you... PHARISEES, HYPOCRITES!" TM 79. Flatter themselves that they have the Truth. TM 451. But all they have is: "SLIME + FILTH!" TM 450. They will be WEIGHED in the BALANCES. TM 450. 8T:247. This KD+A "The Congregation is HOLY - every one of them!" Big-3 Crew of the General Conference = "It is hardly possible to offer a greater Insult to God!" 3T:354-5. But some prefer the "TONGUE OF FLATTERY!" and will follow the "BIG-3" = modern counterparts of KD+A. Who tried to get NO ONE out of the Church! But tried to see HOW HIGH UP they could get! But some will follow these "CHRISTLESS SOULS" in positions of Responsibility at any Rate! TM 284 "They will NEVER see the Light!" (Same.) And 500 more References of the SAME! Will you SWALLOW this CAMEL - ? Humps-Hoofs-Entrainls-and-ALL - ??? NO LATTER RAIN = "He cannot make them CHANNELS." TM 285. It is now far past Time for God's people to step forth! The "HIDDEN" ones, "Timid, and Self-distrustful who let these IMPOSTERS BULLY them into the Back-Seat! NOW-COME-FORTH!!! 5T:81. "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" to let your LIGHT SHINE! COL 420. And they will LIGHT -32- the World!!! 414-21.
IF YOU DO NOT LIKE THIS "LANGUAGE" = THIS IS THE LANGUAGE OF YOUR TESTIMONIES = YOUR TROUBLE IS = YOU HAVE NOT BEEN READING THEM = BUT GOING BY THAT "DUMB DOG" PREACHER!
5T:211. WHOSE TONGUE IS AS SMOOTH AS BUTTER = yet it is a drawn Sword! Ps.55:21. RESPECT - did you say?

"Blessed is that man that maketh the Lord his TRUST, and RESPECTETH NOT the Proud, nor such as turn aside to LIES." Ps.40:4. RH A6:341. Ps. 40:14-6. 44:7.

EVENT (13) = A WAKING + MAXWELL PIG-FEED. HOW DOES IT TASTE? "There are Ministers + Workers who will present a tissue of nonsensical FALSE-hood as "Testing Truths", even as the Jew-ish Rabbis presented the maxims of men as the Bread of Heaven... Thus are men weaving into the Web as important Truths a tissue of LIES. This imaginary Food that is being pre- pared for the Flock will cause spiritual CON-SUMPTION, decline + DEATH." Brisbin 22. RH A4:311,257. Jan.22. June 18. 1901.

***[14]= Those who cannot stand the Warning of God - will have to go back + root around in the Old Trough. REMEMBER = there was NO ROBE OF RIGHTEOUSNESS for the Prodigal Son until he came HOME! REMEMBER the Father DID NOT take ONE STEP toward him as long as he was SATISFIED to waste his SUBSTANCE (Tithes + Offerings) on the HARLOTS.(8T:250).

STRANGE! Some cannot stand this Bible "LANGUAGE" and so they will RUSH BACK like a Dog to his old Vomit = and as the Sow that was Washed = to her Wallowing in the old Mire. (As shown above #13.)

***[15]= THE SEALING CHAPTER - is Ezekiel 9. Only those who "Sigh + Cry" about "ALL" the ABOMINATIONS = will be SEALED! REMEMBER + "MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE" - this is "ABOMINATIONS" in the "CHURCH!" 3T:267. This is PART of the "LOUD CRY" as the FOURTH ANGEL joins the THIRD = 1884 SoP 4:421.

"... with the additional mention of the CORRUPTIONS which have been entering THE CHURCHES since 1844. Sop 4:421.

NOW HOW DID THEY GO ABOUT FIXING THAT UP TO LEAVE OUT THE ONE + ONLY - ??? NO CORRUPTIONS IN HER - ???
The Lord gives a graphic Picture of what has been going on by telling us to have a look-see as He lifts her MINI-SKIRT an inch or two - !!! 8T:250.
INSTEAD OF THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE TO BUILD A CHARACTER
THIS BEING THE "WORK" OF A "LIFETIME!" They take this
Mini-Skirt Lover + "cover=up" what is here described as
her "ROTTENNESS OF CHARACTER!" 8T:250. Also the SDA PREP-
ERS that minister to such a rotten Slut = like BRINSMELL
MAXWELL-HEPPENSTALL + WRIGHT = telling the "FORNICATORS'
they need not BUILD-A-CHARACTER-TILL-CHRIST-MESSIAH COM-
FTW-March '72. RDB-May '72. All set to unite with Maxwe-
for KEY '73! NO CHARACTER-NATURE CHANGE TILL CHRIST COM

THE SAINTS ARE SEALED DURING THIS VERY TEACHING - !!!
THE PHILADELPHIAN SAINTS - "GOD NEW-JERUSALEM." TM 446. 
For 20 + more Pages = the Lord warns the SDA MINISTRY 
about putting up with Brothelian Influences. TM 426-446 
Then He tells them why they will not be SEALED =

"God has shown me that at the very TIME that the SIGNS 
of the TIMES are being fulfilled around us, when we hea-
as it were, the tread of the Hosts of Heaven fulfilling 
their mission, MEN-OF-INTELLIGENCE, MEN-IN-RESPONSIBLE 
POSITIONS, will be putting ROTTEN-TIMBERS in their 
CHARACTER-BUILDING... [The Robe of RIGHTEOUSNESS - ???]
They have refused to let go the FILTHY GARMENTS
[Did you read where RDB quotes SPURGEON that the Born 
again Christian remains just as "FILTHY" after Conversi 
as before? Did you see this also in RDB-ADA 21? Did you 
see this also in FTW March 1972? The Siren-Song of BABY

"... They have refused to let go the FILTHY GARMENTS, 
they have CLUNG to them as if they were of precious Val
They will lose Heaven + an Eternity of bliss on account 
of them." TM 447.

***[16]= THE ABOMINATION CHAPTER - EZEKIEL 8. The WORST 
ABOMINATION OF ALL LISTED = which is also the 
MARK OF THE BEAST! Those, who = knowing better 
keep Billy Graham's SUNDAY on the Pope's EASTE 
receive the MARK of the BEAST! Watch them next 
EASTER! "... about 5 + 20 men?" Will the Heads 
of Church + Awakening be struck down? Isa.9:1 
16. Hosea 10:15. 5T:212. TM 206. DA 204

***[17]= STRUCK DOWN because they teach "PEACE + SAFETY 
5T:211. Here is where URIAH SMITH really FOOLE 
this people! When "THE WORLD" says:"Peace + Sa
But the Lord said when the CHURCH LEADERS say: 
"Peace + Safety!" Then THEY are Destroyed! TM 
TO HIDE THIS EVIDENCE - they CHANGED 1884 SoP 4:421. So instead of "CORRUPTIONS" and "ABOMINATIONS" entering "THE CHURCH" or "THE CHURCHES" = they changed it to read: ". . . the CORRUPTIONS which have been entering the various organizations that constitute BABYLON." GC 603. [Thus leaving out the ONE + ONLY INFALLIBILITY!]

It is this very: "PEACE + SAFETY" and "RICH + INCREASED WITH GOODS" = that explodes the WRATH OF GOD! 5T:211.

EVENT (18) = While so "PEACEFUL" with their own, as a Wolf-Pack with their Cubs = speak with the "VOICE OF THE DRAGON" on those who discover how they CHANGED + SUPPRESSED the TESTIMONIES! 4T:246. SM 1:46. 2:395. They go to LAW! TM 39. Finally end up going to the CATHOLICS! Magen and Spaulding Collection p.1. TALK ABOUT BIT- TER! "They become the most BITTER enemies of their former Brethren." GC 608. [Some BRETHREN!]

***[19]= The "Defense Literature Committee" voted to take after "Detractors." THE HEAD = OLSON, was CUT DOWN = on a very Good FRIDAY! NICHOLS was NEXT! Also on a FRIDAY! Then NELSON [who sucked the Best of the Youth into: "OPERATION WHITE-COAT!"] May there be many MORE Happy-Returns!

***[20]= MAXWELL gasped his Last - with that "OMEGA OF APOSTASY" Book = the UNIVERSAL SALVATION TRAIN of EW 262-6,88. That we will have to meet "FACE to FACE!" Now Steaming at Laodicean Siding hooking up two Awakening Cars = ready to take off into the Night! THEIR POWER will be from the FIRST APARTMENT Worship! EW 56. 1846 BROADSIDE.

***[21]= FROOM gasped his Last - as he FAILED in KEY '73. All fully Predicted down to the very Name = "EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE" = GC 444-5.

***[22]= A BOLT OF LIGHTNING hit the General Conference President Pierson because in KEY '73 he cared NOTHING that the Church was teaching: "IN COMM- ON" with the Churches of Babylon! GC 445. R&H. AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLUTION = Dec.18,1969. p.20.

***[23]= Sr. Marie Ireland of Box 105 Steiner Rd., Valencia, Pa. 16059. discovered a joint-communi- New one que = SDA-WCC = "SO MUCH IN COMMON" - (§3-4) = this WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES, Commission of Faith and Order. 150. route de -35- Farney,GENEVA.
(I listed over 50 "EVENTS" this Morning - but will not have Room for many more. I had hoped to say more about the Trip + the wonderful people we met. But it behooves us to look AHEAD + not BACK = as we Face the AFTERMATH of these Meetings. We should be putting out 4 Papers where now we put out ONE. We should be Printing 4 Times as many copies of each. We need HELP - NOW = !!!)

(All across America there was an expression of need for a "TRAINING CENTER." People are ready to come from INDIAFRICA to take a Course of Studies + go back to Teach i

EVENT [1]= The Master of the Harvest Himself orders it. "GATHER ye FIRST the TARES - for the Burning...

EVENT [2]= There is a True "MOVEMENT" that "SHALL COME" but the "COUNTERFEIT" comes FIRST. GC 464. With the Doctrines listed + catalogued in GC 464-473. "I AM SAVED!" (Instantaneous Sanctification.) NO EFFORT. NO LAW. FAITH "ALONE!"


EVENT [4]= This goes so far it goes into the "OMEGA OF APOSTASY." SM 1:204-5. "BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER constitute this a "NEW ORGANIZATION" that we are not to "JOIN" for that would mean "APOSTASY FROM THE TRUTH" for they have no Truth left. SM 2:390. They will build on the Sand.

EVENT [5]= Part of this will be FRED WRIGHT: "The Doctrine of HOLY FLESH!" Which is: "...could not SIN; And "The Nature of Adam before the Fall." "Encouragement should be given this kind of Worship." SM 2:31,36-7. Their minds become "UN-BALANCED... INSANE." And they forget all the formerly knew = of the Truth. SM 2:34-9.

EVENT [6]= All this will be "MET!" "...the Errors that have been coming in = must-be-met!... MEET: SM 1:204-5. "No longer consent to listen WIT OUT PROTEST to the PERVERSION of Truth. UNMENTS: the pretentious SOPHISTRIES!" SM 1:196. B2:

Never mind what you "learned" in Church. What we have been "YEARS LEARNING" = you will have to learn in a few months"—EW 67,63. So the FIRST thing to learn is that the "COUNTERFEIT" comes FIRST! See if you can read thing else into GC 464. "GATHER ye FIRST the TARES = the BURNING and AFTER that — the WHEAT." See FOOT-ES to "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS" "to see Lord TELLING them to "GATHER YOURSELVES TOGETHER" = t the Lord's "GATHERING" = the Lord had NOTHING to with it =] the "GATHERING" with Billy Babylon Graham the Catholics = in KEY '73. The 3-fold Union. 1T:180.

7T:182. Many shall depart from the Faith + give heed to Doc- trines of Devils in "... our Pulpits." TM 409. 5T:211.

This will go even to the "OMEGA OF APOSTASY." SM1:197. This will bring about the "MARK OF THE BEAST." GC 444. This will be met! "I had my Orders;" MEET IT!" SM1:206. Some will "RISE UP!" against it = and this will cause a Shaking—Separation in Home + Church. GC 612. TM 234.

God's people will build TRAINING CENTERS. To Teach the Third Angel's Message. 6T:128,220. Believers only. 4T: 1556. CH 401. Firm to Principle. 4T:562. ORGANIZE under the Name. 6T:267. 1900. Be an "OFFSHOOT!" Even if account-

Mag! 2T:376-7. Hold your own Meetings. If Adventists will come and Hear = let them come." 2T:711. Advent-

ists should not try + interfere. "HANDS OFF!" "This is no for PHARISAISM to control... The MESSAGE must go!" 461-2. Adventists will give up the Faith anyway. (SAME= t page.) God will not accept the SMOOTH + OILY-TONG-

. 1T:262,321-2. A FEARFUL WOE is upon them + all who ten to the "PEACE + SAFETY" Dumb Dogs. 5T:211.

Those who are not True now — will not be True then. "There must be far greater HUMILITY, a much greater tinction FROM the World, among Seventh-day Adventists, e God will-not-accept-them." 7T:296.

Those who reject this final Warning — get the "POWER!" of Demons, EW 56,261.
The Principles

of

The Third Angel's Message vs the Teachings of Babylon =

is largely if not absolutely over the quest

of building a character = which is sanctification. Which is the "work" of a "life time

babylon wants = neither the "work" nor the "life time."

character-building =

man must co-operate. 8T:173.
one step at a time. MYP 45-6.
not by miracle. SL 84.
must cultivate. 2T:505.
must strive. MYP 15.
cultivate. 5T:559.
correct habits. MYP 114-5.
formed by obedience. GC 469.
not changed at second advent. 4T:429. (And 200 more!)

sanctification: the same!

any doctrine = such as "i am saved!" or "faith alone!" (thus denying all the above!) no matter how sly or clever = that denies the above = is at once to be marked as a cunning deception of the enemy of our souls. And should be so regarded. This is positive!

announcement

we have only one copy of 2,000 new names.
therefore = you must write = to be sure to ever hear from us again.

i cannot understand the mentality = of one who does not write in for more papers to at least give himself the opportunity to understand what we teach = and then reject it = if you must. Give us a chance? no! give yourself a chance! write in.....